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The Finest Vacation Home Developments in the World

here is surely no shortage of luxury resort residences and
affluent home developments in the most desirable vacation
communities in the world. But how do you sift through these
myriad developments to discover what is most worth your
time and money? It’s not like you have the time to visit them all. That
is why Jetset is bringing you the absolute finest selection of new and
upcoming luxury home developments as well as the most incredible
private residences at the best resorts in the land. As always, we want
to do all the work to make your choice as easy as possible, and this is
a comprehensive guide to nothing but the best.
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Auberge Chileno Bay Resort & Residences
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AUBERGE CHILENO BAY RESORT
& RESIDENCES, LOS CABOS
Every Jetset reader knows we love Cabo, and few do it
like Auberge. Their Chileno Bay Residences represent the
absolute finest in Cabo beachfront resort residences. They
offer sweeping views, brilliant design, and five star amenities
throughout. Amenities include an iconic, three-tier, zeroedge pool with magnificent ocean views; 18-hole Tom Fazio
golf course; a world-class spa; and an acclaimed gourmet
restaurant, COMAL. For those looking for a Cabo home, you
could not do much better than Chileno Bay.
ChilenoBay.AubergeResorts.com

RITZ-CARLTON WEST ENCLAVE,
LOS CABOS
We stay in Los Cabos for a peek at another of the finest
developments in North America, Ritz-Carlton’s West Enclave.
The Ritz Carlton Reserve Residences in Los Cabos will be an
enclave of sophisticated, stylish, single- family homes with
luxurious finishes and lush landscaping. Owners of these private,
whole-ownership residences will enjoy legendary Ritz-Carlton
service, including anticipatory concierge service, in-residence
dining, and a dedicated residential management team. A lifestyle
of privacy and comfort awaits.
TheEnclaves.mx
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